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debutante dreaming
Debutante Dreaming 2016 was a wonderful success. Of course, the girls looked stunning in their
beautiful, white gowns and perfectly styled hair, but this event is so much more than dresses and makeup.
Debutante Dreaming is the
culmination of a program called
‘Pathways to Womanhood.’ This
programs supports and promotes
healthy living, positive thinking and
cultural pride. So, there is a lot of
deep learning and diligent work that
goes into each student’s participation
in the Debutante Dreaming Event.

Self-care, rigour in study, respectful
relationships and development
of living skills and learning about
the expectations that different life
situations require all form part of
this course.
We are proud of the students’ effort in
every aspect of the Worawa program.

Girls who participate in this event
have shown themselves as taking
responsibility for their own continual
improvement. At Worawa, we have
traditional Aboriginal values, we
group these values under the four RsRelationship, Respect, Responsibility
and Rigour. Pathways to Womanhood
focuses on these. The Debutante
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Dreaming Ball is an opportunity for
the students to proudly demonstrate
what they have achieved. This year’s
group were completely deserving of
the praise they received and the pride
they felt.
The girls were partnered by boys
from Ranges Tech, Mount Evelyn
Christian College and Mountain
District Christian College. Friendships
were formed and the boys were
wonderful; learning dances, etiquette
and relational skills alongside the
girls. More than that, the group had
a lot of fun as they worked towards
an unforgettable evening where they
could show their mature regard for
one another as partners and friends.
The Worawa Community were so
pleased with how these young people

entered into the whole process with a
great sense of the importance of what
they were doing, commitment to the
process and joy in the completion of a
long and challenging course.
Particular mention must go to
student Zali Letisha Thompson as
the representative speaker for the
group. Letisha spoke clearly, both
in language and in English about
her efforts, her year group and her
community. The guests were moved
by her courage and sincerity.
We congratulate the Debutante
Dreaming Class of 2016, and look
forward to seeing their ongoing
success and leadership as they
continue in their life’s journeys.

For more information visit worawa.vic.edu.au

CURRICULUM HAPPENINGS

CULTURE

The curriculum emphasis for all students and learning
areas this term focussed on the Rio Olympics. The
girls researched inspirational Aboriginal athletes from
throughout history and followed the progress of our
current Olympic heroes with great interest.

Elders are an integral and pivotal part of every Indigenous
community. Elders’ guidance facilitates the passing on of
cultural knowledge across the generations, celebrating and
revitalising Aboriginal cultural heritage and fostering pride
in Aboriginal identity. Cultural classes and practices has a
flow on effect to students’ overall self-esteem and level of
confidence, supporting the school and students by positively
reinforcing Aboriginal community values and pride.

In their Maths lessons they used the principles of
measurement to track world records and Olympic
performances and calculated the perimeter, circumference
and area of the playing surfaces and equipment used in a
variety of Olympic events. Staff worked collaboratively to build
a shared vision and a common understanding of what it takes
to be a successful Aboriginal athlete. We were honoured to
have guest presentations at Assembly from elite Aboriginal
athletes Kyle Vander Kuyp and Barkindji Warrior, Shantelle
Thompson who shared their inspirational stories with us.
Term 3 has seen a focus on the excitement of the Olympic
Games across many subject areas. In English classes, the
girls have researched, designed and presented their work
in many different ways. Green group enjoyed researching
the life and achievements of Cathy Freeman. They also
used their literacy and numeracy skills to apply their
learning to cooking (delicious muffins being one product!)
and sewing, with some beautiful bags being made.
Red and Black groups explored aspects of History and
Geography, investigating the world of Ancient Greece: art,
culture, food, sport, and the story of the modern Olympics.
Ancient Greek designs were used as inspiration for striking
stencils on bags and masks and a group song inspired by
the love of sport was composed. Yellow and Blue groups
developed their research skills to present some very
detailed PowerPoints and posters on aspects of both the
ancient and modern Olympics. Careful selection of reliable
and accurate internet information was a key focus.
The term’s theme of ‘Respect’ was emphasised through a
study of the engaging film Remember the Titans. The film
led to some excellent writing and discussion related to the
theme, along with issues of Civil Rights in Australia and
the USA, and the role of sport in developing team work,
compassion and understanding.

THE ARTS
In the last few weeks of this term,
the students have been privileged
to be involved in two very special
events. Nineteen lucky girls attended
a performance by the world-famous
Bangarra Dance Theatre at the
Playhouse, Melbourne Arts Centre.
The dancers, all Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islanders, presented
two very powerful works, one based
on historical events and the second
exploring the cultural heritage of
the choreographers. The girls were
entranced and moved.

A Question and Answer session
enabled the audience to hear directly
from the choreographers, who
generously shared their stories.
We hope to have the opportunity to
participate in workshops with the
company next year, on their next tour
to Melbourne. The Australian Chamber
Orchestra’s String Quartet returned
for their third visit, this time with a
focus on the relationship between
music and movement. This is the
first time the ACO has presented this
project anywhere in Australia, and they
specifically selected Worawa College.

It was a very new experience, listening
to and learning how to identify and
conduct the main beats of classical
music in different rhythms.
A Waltz was demonstrated by
a surprise guest dancer as the
orchestra played, and Nikisha and
Stephanie recreated this year’s Deb
dance. The finale was presented
by the orchestra and our Elcho
Island dancers, who workshopped
and performed their beautiful
‘Dots on the Shells’ to a stringed
accompaniment, a challenging but
very successful collaboration.
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SCIENCE
Science at Worawa this term focussed on the topic of
“The Human Body”. The term started an overview of
Indigenous Health Issues to give context to what the
students would be learning and why it is important. Some
of the issues discussed included Diabetes, Otitis Media
(Middle Ear Infection) and Kidney Disease.
The students focussed on different body systems
throughout the term such as the Circulatory System
(Heart and blood), Respiratory System (lungs), Excretory
System (Kidneys) and the five senses. The girls were
provided with hands on observations and experiences
of these body systems through the use of dissections.
The majority of girls took this opportunity to get a better
understanding of what our internal organs look like with
only a few girls being uneasy with the dissection classes.
We were very happy to have University of Melbourne back
at Worawa this term to give the Blue and Black group
girls an introduction to writing mobile phone Apps. The
girls have started programming a football scoring app
and had the opportunity to visit the University campus
and participate in an App development session. They will
continue developing the app in term 4 with the objective
being the completion of a shareable functional app and
skills that they can take back to their community.

WELLNESS AND ART THERAPY
Art Therapy has been introduced to Worawa this year as
part of the school’s Wellbeing approach. Art Therapy is a
form of counselling which can address emotional issues
through the combination of the therapy relationship and
the art process. A large component of the Art Therapy
program consists of individual sessions for students
having difficulties learning or focusing in class.
The Art Therapy program also supports the boarding
experience as many students use the space and
opportunity for artistic self-expression to reconnect
with their family, culture and home land. Individual Art
Therapy at Worawa can help identify the specific nature
of student problems and address a range of emotional
needs. Different forms art media have varying qualities,
which can stimulate, calm, or release tension. This can
help students re engage or connect with forms of thinking
required for academic learning or, in other terms, achieve
a state of mind with a greater capacity for learning.
Students accessing the Art Therapy program have
produced many fantastic paintings, drawings and
works in print media. Some students have also enjoyed
making paint from pigments or ochre found on the land
at Worawa. It is often stated that Art Therapy focuses
more on the art process rather than the end product and
at times no lasting work is produced. However, making
beautiful works is also satisfying and provides a sense of
achievement for students, which helps build confidence
and self-esteem.
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HEALTH AND PE
During Health and PE this term the
students learned why it is important
to be healthy and how exercise and
fitness can help us mentally and
physically. They also looked at the
factors that can motivate or prevent
them from taking care of themselves
and participating in sport and fitness.
The students looked at their own
communities and the facilities and
activities available to them there.
They provided a recommendation
for the community on what could be
improved and what they themselves

FITNESS AT WORAWA
There is plenty of action in the gym
this semester. Our personal trainer
Meaghan Donald is opening the doors
at 7 am for keen aspiring athletes
and those seeking to improve their
fitness and general wellbeing.
Alongside the tailor made fitness
regime, the College follows a healthy
eating plan. The morning fitness
regime commences with a before
school group involved in dance based
aerobics which is very popular and
a great start to the day. All girls are
working on their cardio fitness and
have resistance training and core
strength as part of their program.
The overall aim is to increase the
girl’s fitness and wellbeing which
combined with healthy eating plans
gives them a good grounding for the
start of the school day. It increases
their resilience, and ability to ward
off infections, and maintain general
good health and fitness. In the longer

could do for their community. The
girls also completed a research
assignment on an athlete at the
Olympics. They researched the sport
and the dedication, training and
rewards that come from excelling in
the sporting arena.
As part of their assessment, Blue
Group class were required to help
organise our own Worawa Olympics.
The students would be required
to hold their own house athletics
carnival. Blue Group was divided
into groups of four, with each group
responsible for a different aspect

term in their growing years they
are educated and demonstrated a
lifestyle choice to take them into
adult life.
The goals for some of the girls next
term will include participation in the
Melbourne marathon, national junior
football competition in Shepparton,
where five girls have been chosen to
represent the state of Victoria; Olivia
Turner, Talisha Baliwurrya, Phylisia
Palipuaminni, Justine Ronberg and
Stephanie Williams.
The football teams were so
successful that a decision had to
be made as to which carnival the
girls would be attending as they
were chosen to represent Eastern
Districts in Moe in the V line Cup
as well. In basketball the All Stars
made it all the way through to the
grand final and are excited about
their prospects. The other basketball
teams all played well, and are
looking forward to next season.

of the event including: Equipment
organisation and set-up; promotion
and timeline of tasks to be completed;
house group organisation; Running
sheet, event organisation and staff
allocation. The girls did a terrific
job and the Worawa Olympics was
a fantastic day with Ross House
declared the House Champions.
Athletes of the day for each house
were: Rickea Brown (Johnson House);
Estherlita Forbes (Ross House);
Naomi Granites(Freeman House); and
Nellie Pepperill-Turner (Peris house).
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SPORT ACADEMY
On the last weekend of the school term, Worawa
hosted the AFL Victoria Female Kickstart Indigenous
and Multi-cultural camp to promote culture and sport
for girls born 2001 and 2002 from across Victoria.
The weekend was a huge success, with sport, dance,
cultural content and social interaction between the girls.
Indigenous Program Manager, Aaron Davies commented
that the weekend exceeded all expectations.
An AFL initiative, this program is designed to engage
young girls in sport and development of future leaders.
Whilst ability is important when playing team sport, more
important is attitude, leadership and team dynamics.
These skills will be at the forefront of the sporting teams.
There were several events related to team sports, culture
and leadership culminating in a football match on Sunday
11th between the Kickstart girls and the multi-cultural
team. Many of the families of the Victorian girls came to
enjoy the match.
From this match Aaron Davies the Indigenous Program
Manager and David Rodan, Manager of the Multi-Cultural
team selected 24 girls to play for the Victorian Team. Five
Worawa girls were selected from the Kickstart team to
represent Victoria in Shepparton in a five day program
commencing Sunday 25th of September.
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